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INTRODUCTION 

Isonics Corporation (Nasdaq: ISON) is an emerging leader in iso-

topically engineered materials and is committed to the develop-

ment of next-generation technology for the homeland security 

and semiconductor markets.  

 

Isonics’ principal activity is to develop and market products 

based on isotopes for applications in the energy, medical re-

search, diagnostic, pharmaceutical and semiconductor industries.  

Isonics develops and commercializes products based on enriched 

stable isotopes and radioactive isotopes.  The Company’s prod-

ucts include cadmium, silicon, oxygen and other stable isotope 

labeled compounds.   

 

Isonics focuses on three markets, namely, life sciences, homeland 

security and semiconductor materials and products.  The life sci-

ence segment sells stable and radioisotopes in elemental and  
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Recently, there were three major developments in different segments of Isonics: 

 

1. Release of a research paper supporting Isonics’ belief about the usefulness of silicon-28 

over other materials. 

2. Initiation of sales of 300 mm (large diameter) wafers in last week of May, in line with 

Company guidance from earlier. 

3. Discussion on strategic growth initiatives for newly acquired Protection Plus Homeland 

Security. 

Isonics has developed silicon-28 which can be used in the production of wafers for computer 

chips.  As we have mentioned in the earlier reports, Isonics believes that the isotopically-pure 

silicon-28 has higher thermal conductivity, which helps improve performance of high power 

devices.  This thesis was further strengthened when Agere Systems (NYSE: AGR) supported 

this view in a recent report.  Before visiting this technical paper, it is worth reviewing the 

characteristics of silicon-28 from our earlier discussion: 

 

 

Recent Developments 

simple compound.  Isonics’ efforts in the Homeland 

Security segment are emerging as the Company’s most 

favorable strength as it proceeds to develop its neutron-

based and other detection technologies.  In addition, the 

semiconductor segment markets SOI wafers and is involved 

in several research and development projects including 

silicon-28, and has commenced a 300 mm wafer related 

business.  

Release of Research Paper on Silicon-28 Wafers 
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“Out of silicon’s three naturally occurring isotopes, (Silicon-28, Silicon-29 & Silicon-30), Silicon-28 

has a perfect crystalline structure. Scientists believe that this unique structure has the ability to pro-

mote higher thermal conductivity without affecting electrical conductivity. By purifying silicon to 

99.9%, silicon-28, thermal conductivity gets improved by 60% at room temperature.” 

 

Agere recently published a paper concluding that the use of Isonics’ isotopically pure silicon-

28 semiconductor wafers enabled a clear and significant reduction in temperature in real op-

erational transistors. Their investigation found, on average, a reduction of 5 - 7° Centigrade 

in transistor junction temperatures, with peak temperatures reduced up to 10 to 15°.  This 

temperature reduction directly translates into improved reliability and 50% longer lifetime 

for the device. 

 

Isonics began its silicon-28 development program in 1997. Since high temperature is a signifi-

cant limiting factor in high speed microprocessors, Isonics believed that the benefits of sili-

con-28 would prove to have a significant thermal advantage.  Already, Isonics holds exclu-

sive licenses to two U.S. patents as well as a number of 

U.S. patents in its own name covering Si-28.  

 

Now, with a publication of a third party research on the 

technological usefulness of Si-28, we believe that Isonics 

research efforts in this area may start producing positive 

results. 

Commencement of Commercial Operations of 300 mm Wafers  

Recently, Isonics completed the establishment of a new manufacturing line for 300 mm di-

ameter silicon wafer reclaim business.  It had also projected the month of May as the delivery 

month of the first batch.  Shortly following this statement, the Company did indeed an-

nounced that it had completed the first sale of 300 mm wafers in the month of May. We be-

lieve that this announcement of commercial production at the new plant is a positive devel-
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opment, as it will enable the Company to focus on this fast growing niche market within 

semiconductor industry.  

 

Until the late 1990s, the focus of most silicon wafer foundries was on the older generation 

200mm (8 inches) diameter silicon wafers.  For last few years, the focus is shifting into more 

advanced, and more advantageous, 300mm wafers. The main advantage of 300 mm silicon 

wafer over 200 mm silicon wafer is the much larger surface area available. Although the di-

ameter of the wafer increases only by 50%, the surface area increases by 225% in 300 mm sili-

con wafer when compared with the 200 mm silicon wafers. 

 

Due to the cost savings 300 mm wafers provide to chip manufacturers over smaller diameter 

wafers, the large-diameter segment has become the fastest-growing area of the silicon wafer 

market. Isonics has positioned itself to capitalize on the growing market for these specialized 

high-end 300mm products as a large part of the U.S. demand for 300mm reclaim services is 

presently provided by Asian suppliers since there is insufficient U.S. capacity of in this area.  

Initiatives in Homeland Security Industry 

The Homeland Security Industry is an important business opportunity for the Company, as 

the multi-billion dollar industry may continue to show vibrant growth as the threat of terror-

ist attacks continues to occupy the minds of the policy makers. The Company has taken sev-

eral new initiatives in this area in the last few months. 

 

Recently Completed Acquisition 

The Company has recently completed the acquisition of Personal Protection Security Con-

sultants (PPSC). With the acquisition of PPSC the Company gained access to $13 million (un-

audited) annual revenues.  In addition, the firm gained invaluable relationships in the Per-

sonal Protection Market, the Corporate Security Market, and the Law Enforcement Market of 

the Homeland Security Industry. The Company plans to leverage these relationships to in-

crease its presence in the Homeland Security Industry. 
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Recently announced intention to acquire 

Isonics Corporation recently announced its intention to acquire long-time technology partner 

IUT-Berlin.  After the deal is completed, Isonics will increase its ownership to 100% in IUT-

Berlin.  The Company expects the deal to be finalized by July 2005. 

 

IUT-Berlin has been Isonics' development partner for the next-generation neutron-based ex-

plosive scanning and detection device, NeutroTest(TM).  The purchase of IUT will bring 

many benefits and synergies to Isonics.  

 

IUT products boast a very high level of technological sophistication.  This high level of detec-

tion is a critical component of the Company's NeutroTest(TM).  Having full control of the 

technology should help the firm roll-out the product more quickly than through the existing 

partnership.  The level of sophistication claimed by IUT can also provide strong strategic 

marketing advantage to Isonics. 

Oxygen-18 

The Company continues to build on its business for Oxygen-18, an isotope of Oxygen re-

quired for the diagnostic procedure called PET. To strengthen its presence among the small 

and medium clients for Oxygen-18, the Company has recently announced appointment of 

distributor. The Company hopes to see a positive impact on the sales to small and medium 

clients due to this appointment of distributor. 

Actinium -225 

The Company recently announced its intentions for the Actinium-225, a radio-scope of Actin-

ium. Actinium-225 is used in medicine to produce Bi-213 in a reusable generator or can be 

used alone as an agent for radio-immunotherapy.  

 

Other News - Initiatives in Life Sciences Business 
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Corporate Business Strategy 

The Company has recently completed a convertible bond offering.  This bond issue has given 

the Company resources to pursue its business strategy for the near term.  In the next 24 

months the Company expects all round outcomes on many of its initiatives such as: 

 

1. New Acquisitions, 

2. New Technological Development, and 

3. New Product Launches 

 

The Company appears to have a solid growth strat-

egy in place, and the results so far indicate an ability 

of the Company to convert the strategy into reality. 

The planned growth initiatives should help the Com-

pany achieve strong revenue growth, which is essen-

tial for achieving our price target set in our initial re-

port on the Company.  

 

However, the readers are reminded that the Com-

pany faces many risks in the businesses, which we 

had outlined in our initiating coverage report published on Feb 23, 2005.  The outlook of the 

firm should be evaluated in the context of the risks of the business, as if these risks material-

ize, the outlook may turn negative. 

Outlook 
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Disclaimer 

Beacon Equity Research (otherwise known as BER) is an independent research firm specializing 

in small and micro capitalization companies.  BER has no investment banking or consultation 

conflicts thereby minimizing the inherent conflicts of interest between the research analysts and 

the companies they cover.  BER is not a registered investment advisor or broker dealer.  No in-

formation in this report should be construed as an endorsement to either buy or sell any securi-

ties mentioned in this report.  The analyst(s) who prepared this report rely on publicly available 

information which neither the analyst, nor BER, can guarantee to be error-free or factually accu-

rate.  All conclusions in this report are deemed reasonable and appropriate by the author. Bea-

con Equity Research has been compensated nine-thousand dollars by Isonics Corporation for a 

6-month enrollment in its research program.  All decisions are made solely by the analyst and 

independent of outside parties or influence.  The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 

1995 provides investors a “safe harbor” in regard to forward-looking statements.  To fully com-

ply with the requirements of this law, BER cautions all investors that such forward-looking 

statements in this report are not guarantees of future performance. Unknown risk, uncertainties, 

as well as other uncontrollable or unknown factors may cause actual results to materially differ 

from the results, performance or expectations expressed or implied by such forward-looking 

statements.  Investors should exercise good judgment and perform adequate due-diligence prior 

to making any investment.  In accordance with the “Standards for Independent Research Pro-

viders” issued by the FIRST Research Consortium, BER makes the following assertions: ratings 

and price targets in this report should not be construed as recommendations or stock price pre-

dictors.  Conflicts are inimical to credible professional research, however, the analysts responsi-

ble for this report publicly state that they do not own a stake in any of the companies covered in 

this report.  Neither they nor principals of this research provider are permitted to trade any 

form of equities of companies being covered prior to research being initiated. 

 

Readers of this report are urged to use due diligence in any purchase of security list herein.  

Readers should consult the Company’s SEC filings as well as our initial report on the firm to 

better understand the inherent risks associated with this security. 

 
All material contained in this report is the sole property of Beacon Research Partners, LLC.  

No information contained herein may be copied or reproduced in any manner without the 

express written consent Beacon Research Partners, LLC. 


